
Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) at  
Oakfield Primary School 

 
     

 

 

At Oakfield, we believe that learning another language opens the doors to new and exciting cultures, 
fosters curiosity and deepens pupils’ understanding of the world.  

How can you support your child with Spanish? 

Learning another language may appear daunting, but do not panic! You don’t have to be able to speak 

Spanish to support your child with their learning at home.  Simply talking to your child about what they 

have been learning in their language lessons that week and asking them to teach you some key words or 

phrases is a fantastic way of helping children recall previous learning.  Perhaps they have a younger sibling 

or other family members that they might want to teach some key words to, for example, numbers.  

Support and useful websites 

 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zxsvr82 

 

BBC Bitesize Spanish for 
Key Stage 1 and 2 offers games and 
other activities linked to the National 
Curriculum. It also includes clips of 
general Spanish culture. The ‘Dash and 
Blink: Vanished Spanish Game’ is a 
great game to play together! 
 

 
https://www.wordreference.com/ 

 
 

 
For all those words that you need to 
look up, use WORD REFERENCE, an 
online dictionary. 

https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/home-spanish.htm 

Here are some videos and other ideas 
to help you to learn some Spanish at 

home. 

You'll remember the new words best if 
you watch each video on 

a few different days, and also try the 
extra activities each day. 



 
 
https://www.duolingo.com/course/es/en/Learn-Spanish  
 
 
 
 

A great app for keen linguists to spend 
a few minutes a day learning key words 
and phrases in Spanish (and many 
other languages besides). 

 
https://rockalingua.com/games 
 

 

Rockalingua has some free Spanish 
learning games for children.  
 
There are some free songs and 
worksheets, too. 

   
https://www.spain.info/en/top/virtual-tours-monuments-
museums-spain/ 

  
 

Visit Spain's top tourist sites together. 

Spain Facts for Kids | Spain for Kids |  
Geography | Attractions | Food 
(kids-world-travel-guide.com) 

Find out lots of facts about Spain and 
Spanish culture on this website 
designed for children.  

 
https://agreenmouse.com/spanish-for-children/ 

 

A GREEN MOUSE Spanish for Children 

Online Spanish Resources for students 
aged 7 to 14  for home learning, 
practice, and work at school. 

https://www.britishcouncil.org/school-
resources/find/classroom/great-
languages-challenge 
 
 

Follow the links to ‘The Great Spanish 
Challenge’ and try out some of the 
activities together. Ideas include things 
like cooking a recipe from a Spanish-
speaking country or learning how to 
sing ‘Happy Birthday’ in Spanish.  

 



 
Spanish games, lessons + tests to learn Spanish free online | 
Castilian + Latin American Spanish learning website for kids + 

adults (spanish-games.net)  
 

A fantastic site full of interactive games 
to get children practising vocabulary or 
grammatical concepts that they have 
learned in school.  

 
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/languagesonline/spanish/
spanish.htm

 

This is a great site for beginners.  There 
are games, songs and worksheets for15 
different topics. 

 
https://www.pequerecetas.com/receta/receta-de-roscon-
de-reyes-casero-paso-a-paso/   

 

This website has lots of recipes for 
children.  This link will take you to a 
recipe for the Spanish Christmas cake- el 
roscón. 

   

 
 
https://www.spain.info/en/top/virtual-tours-monuments-
museums-spain/  

Visit Spain's top virtual tours together. 

Perhaps you could sing a song or play a game together?  

Search YouTube for songs, clips or short TV shows in Spanish with your son or daughter. They could 
search for a song that they have been learning in school or the Spanish version of their favourite cartoon.  
Whilst children may not be able to understand everything that they are hearing, by simply listening to the 
lyrics of song or the words of a TV show, their ears are becoming attuned to the sounds and rhythms of 
Spanish and they may be able to eventually pick out familiar words or phrases.  

Keep your eyes open when out and about in town or the supermarket. Challenge your children to find 
Spanish products on the supermarket shelves (or at home due to the current situation) and see if they can 
read the packaging or work out exactly where the item is from. Do they recognise any ingredient names in 
Spanish? Perhaps they could make their own list of things to buy in Spanish?  When you are walking 
around town, children might also try and spot words in English that have been borrowed from Spanish 
(plaza, cafeteria etc.)  

Encourage older children to create a resource for younger pupils in the school to use. This could take the 
form of a ‘Knowledge Organiser’ (which presents all the vocabulary for a particular unit of work), a game or 
a poster with key words on it.   

Have fun!   -  ¡Qué lo paséis bien! 


